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Project Blueprint and Codebook International join forces.
th

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia – July 16 2007 - Project Blueprint and Codebook International are pleased to announce the delivery of a strategic
alliance. The two software and consulting services companies have been working together for over 12 months to be able to offer their Blueprint and
Codebook clients synergies in the management of data relating to the planning, design and construction of large facilities.
The alliance sees Codebook’s range of Architectural desktop tools able to be bundled with Blueprint’s RoomData® product, in order to offer a
complete solution for Planners, Architects and Project Managers working on a variety of platforms.
Codebook has long offered their ground-breaking range of desktop tools that enables Architects to manage the process of Room Data Sheet
generation and manipulation during Schematic design through to Design/Development. The Codebook range of tools are now compatible for use
with the AutoCad, MicroStation, Architectural Desktop, mGDS, and REVIT design solutions.
In conjunction with Blueprint’s own desktop software and the internet based RoomData® product, the suite of Codebook tools becomes even more
powerful, offering many offices working in disparate locations across different design platforms the ability to easily combine their work. The work of a
variety of Architects, Services consultants, and Equipment Specialists can now all be combined in the one single on-line database.
Mr Mike Jamieson, Managing Director of Project Blueprint P/L, stated “The alliance between Codebook and Blueprint is a major step forward for
both of us, and our respective clients. Typically, design data relating to a project is not easily shared, and a single database view of a project at any
stage is simply not achievable”. A Project Team can now choose to use different cad platforms, using the one they prefer, Microstation in one office
and perhaps Autocad at another. Mike went on to say, “The service consultants might be experimenting with the use of Revit and the equipment
specialists using Excel/Access, but now all data can be extracted and combined in RoomData®.”
Peter Mann, Managing Director of Codebook International, added “There are many generators of information during the design process, and it is
important that this information is consistent and coordinated to ensure a successful outcome. Furthermore, all members of the team must be able to
contribute data and benefit from the resulting project model.”
The global alliance also sees Codebook representing Blueprint in the European marketplace, where Codebook enjoys a particularly strong position.
“Being able to offer the UK market a truly coordinated suite of products, that handles the data needs of large projects right from Master Planning
through to Commissioning all on-line, is a valuable extension of our offer in this key market,” Peter Mann explained.
For more information contact Mike Jamieson (Project Blueprint) on +61 3 9533 2166, or Peter Mann (Codebook) on +44 (0) 1306 877 513.
Codebook International Ltd: CodeBook is a computer application and database that allows the designer to work with coordinated graphical and
textual information, producing schedules, themed graphical views and room data sheets. The conceptual model of CodeBook and its methodology
were developed by an Architect who has had many years' experience of designing hospitals and is fully conversant with the documentation
requirements and the design processes involved. Its functionality therefore closely reflects the needs of the design team and will enhance work
methods and quality control. CodeBook International is a privately owned company with offices in London, Brisbane, Boston and Johannesburg.
Project Blueprint P/L: Project Blueprint markets a range of sophisticated on-line database tools for the Planning, Design, Architectural,
®
Construction and Purchasing sectors that facilitate unprecedented accuracy and speed in the documentation of projects. Blueprint’s RoomData
system facilitates the user to detail actual Room Data Sheets unique to the project very quickly, effectively providing the building blocks of any new
®
project. The RoomData system is currently being utilised on projects totalling >US$12 Billion in construction costs, and used by a variety of the
world’s largest companies. Project Blueprint is a privately owned company based in Melbourne Australia, with offices in Sydney, Vancouver and
Chennai.
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